Abstract. By introduce the information entropy and the average-distance-amongst-points to analysis the population distribution in the process of evolution, and figured out the cause of the DE/best/* premature convergence is the control function of the current optimal individual to decrease the population diversity of the algorithm. Based on the number of base vectors, improved the DE algorithm by setting up the elite group, the elite differential evolution algorithm is proposed. Finally, several typical test functions are used to test the performance. The results show that the elite differential evolution algorithm has a good performance in the search success rate and the global search capability.
Introduction
As a new evolutionary computation technique [1] , the Differential Evolution algorithm(DE) is widely used in Intelligent computing area by virtue of its good performance, such as neural network, mechanical design, Power system, robot, signal and image processing, system identification and fault diagnosis. But the DE algorithm has slow convergence rate, low efficiency, and sometimes cannot find the optimal solution during solve the problem of noise optimization.
Many scholars have carried out a lot of research to overcome shortcomings and deficiencies of the DE, Mainly focused on how to carry out Parameter setting [2] , improve the convergence rate of the algorithm [3] , overcome premature convergence [4] , and solve the constrained optimization problems [5] . In this paper, aim at solving the problem of search success rate low and the shortcoming of easy to fall into the local optimum, improve the DE from the number of base vector selection, take the current optimal solution and partial sub optimal solution to form Elite group. Make full use of sub optimal individual information, improve the utilization of information and select Mutation basis vectors from the elite group to improve the DE algorithm.
DE Algorithm Analysis
The DE algorithm is a random search algorithm from the point of view of Mathematics. From an engineering point of view, it is a kind of adaptive iterative optimization process. The basic idea of the DE algorithm is to start from a randomly generated initial population. It generates new individuals by weighting the vector difference between any two individuals in a population and Sum a Third individuals in certain rule, then the new individual and the target individual are operated Crossover to get the test individual. If the fitness value of the test individual is better than target individual, the test individual is used to replace the target individual in the next generation. Otherwise the target individual is still preserved. By constantly iterative computing, retain excellent individuals and eliminate the poor quality individuals, It guides the search process to the optimal solution. The DE algorithmic process [6] specific includes population initialization, mutation, crossover and selection operation, and continuous evolutionary update to determine whether the termination conditions are satisfied.
The Mutation operation is the basis of DE algorithm, the selection of suitable mutation strategy is a problem that must be faced in the process of solving practical problems by using DE algorithm. There are ten different types of mutation strategies that can be selected for the mutation operation in DE. According to the choice of base vector, there are two basic solutions: (1) the Uniform random 2nd International Conference on Electronics, Network and Computer Engineering (ICENCE 2016) selection scheme that is DE/rand/*/* algorithm; (2) the Current optimal selection scheme that is DE/best/*/* algorithm.
The DE/rand/*/* algorithm does not need any fitness information, it randomly selects the individual as the basis vector in the whole population range, and has strong reliability and high Search success rate, but it need more objective function evaluation times and lower convergence rate; the DE/best/*/* algorithm selects current optimal individual as the base vector according to the individual fitness information, it has a fast convergence speed. But sometimes premature convergence occurs that lead to lower search success rate. If the search success rate can be further improved, even up to 100%, with its fast search speed, it is bound to have positive reality significance in practical application.
DE Premature Convergence Analysis
In order to analyze the reason of premature convergence of DE/best/*/*, it need to study the change of population distribution in the process of evolution. Here the average-distance-amongst-points [7] is used to describe the degree of dispersion among populations.
Set L to be search space diagonal maximum length, NP is the size of the population size, D is the dimension of the solution space, and ( ) ( )
In Eq. 1, the population is more concentrated with smaller ( ) is D t , but it is not perfect for the description of population diversity [8] . So the information entropy is introduced to describe the population diversity.
Assuming that the G generation group has Q subsets, make 
, G S is a collection of the G-th generation groups. The information entropy of the G-th generation group is as follows.
, and N is the population size. It shows that the more types of individuals in a group the distribution is more uniform, and the greater the information entropy. The average-distance-amongst-points and information entropy are introduced in the DE algorithm. Numerical experiments are carried out with the Schaffer function and DE6 algorithm [9] . For Schaffer functions, define three kinds of information entropy: x E is the information entropy of Fig.1 the curve of information entropy and average-distance-amongst-points Fig.1 show that the optimization changing curves of the former 150th generations. Which indicates the diversity of the population decrease dramatically with the evolution continues, and loses the diversity when evolution to a certain stage, the corresponding average-distance-amongst-points and information entropy close to zero. Fig.2 The change of Population distribution Fig.2 show that the initialization population, the 50th, the 150th, the 10000th generation Population distribution change. With the continuous deepening of the evolution process, the random distribution of the population in the plane [-100,100; -100,100] is gradually approaching to x=2.2593. The differences between individuals are becoming less and less, the population is rapidly moving towards the current optimal solution x gbest,G , and all individuals tend to x gbest,G =(2.2593,2.1785) that indicate premature convergence occurs.
Above the analysis, we can know that the rapid decrease of population diversity cause DE6 premature convergence. Due to the control of the current optimal individual, the population is rapidly moving towards the current optimal solution, Algorithm cannot jump out of the current optimal individual, and unable to search for other parts of the search space efficiently. Premature convergence occurs when the current optimal individual is the local optimum.Therefore, in order to overcome the premature convergence of DE/best/*/*, It is necessary to improve the diversity of the population and reduce the control effect of the current optimal individual on the algorithm.
Improved Algorithm Based On Elite Group
The idea of elite group has been successfully applied in particle swarm optimization algorithm, it can effectively increase the diversity of the population of particle swarm optimization algorithm and avoid premature phenomenon [10] .
In order to make full use of the information of sub optimal individuals, improve the standard DE from the number of base vectors, the Algorithm idea is to select a certain number of sub optimal individuals and the current optimal individual components to form the elite group k Ω , k is the number of elite group individuals. When the mutation operation is carried out, one member is randomly selected from the elite group as the base vector for each individual of the population, and generates mutation individuals, then to do crossover operator and select operation. Each member of the elite group has the opportunity to participate in the mutation operation as the current optimal individual of the population, and guides the search direction of algorithm.
Assumed that the optimization problem is to find the minimum value, if ( )
. The elite group design as follows
According to ascending order sorts the fitness of all individuals in each iteration, and takes the former k individuals to form the elite group k Ω as its basis vectors to generate mutation individual for each individual x i,G . According to the requirements, the elite DE algorithm procedure is designed as follows.
Step1：Initialize the Initial population size NP, mutation factor F, crossover factor CR, and the Number of elite group k, Initialize population according to the equation as follows.
x is the upper bound of the j-th dimension variable, l j x is the lower limit.
Step2：Calculate all individual fitness, and figure out the optimal fitness and optimal individual. Step3： Determine whether the optimal individual objective function value reaches the accuracy requirement or reach the maximum evolutionary generations. If reaches the requirement, then exit; Otherwise, move to the next step.
Step4：According to the fitness ascending order, sorts all individuals and form the elite group k Ω .
Step5：Randomly selects one individual from the elite group k Ω as the basis vector of x i,G , and to do mutation operation generate mutation individual.
Step6：Generate test individuals
by crossover operation.
Step7：Generate the (G+1)-th generation individual by Select operations.
Step8： G=G+1，Return to Step2。 Can be seen from the above, when 1 = k , the effect of elite group be shielded and the Elite DE algorithm just become DE / best /*; when NP k = , it is DE / rand /*. So DE / best /*and DE / rand /* are two special cases of the elite differential evolution algorithm.
Algorithm Test And Performance Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the elite differential evolution algorithm, select three typical test functions [11] to test and compare with the DE algorithm which are the Rosenbrock function (f 1 ), the Rastrigin function (f 2 ) and the Griewank function (f 3 ). The experimental parameters are set as follows：The test function dimension is 5, the Population size is set to 60, the maximum evolution generation is 2000, the mutation factor (d) The Dis(t) curve of EDE-5(bin) and DE6 Fig. 3 The evolution curve of EDE-5(bin) and DE6 Fig. 3 (a -c) show that the information entropy and joint information entropy of X, Y basically have the same variation trend. In the early stage of evolution, the information entropy curves of DE and EDE-5 are both decline fast. But compare with DE, the EDE-5 (bin) algorithm decreases gently with the evolution conducting, basically maintains turbulence near the fixed value, and loses the downward trend in the end. When the evolution is over, the Information entropy and XY joint information are maintained at stable level, it shows that the elite group can maintain certain diversity of population in the entire search space. Fig. 3 (d) shows that the average-distance-amongst-points of DE6 and EDE-5 (bin) are both decrease. When the evolution to the 110th generation, the average-distance-amongst-points of the DE6 algorithm basically to be zero. Although the EDE-5 (bin) algorithm reduce in the late, the rate of decrease is slow, and D is (t) is not zero in the end, which shows that the diversity of the population is maintained at a certain level.
Conclusion
Analyzed the cause of DE/best/* algorithm premature convergence by introducing the information entropy and the average-distance-amongst-points as the measure of population diversity, it is concluded that the main reason for premature convergence is the control function of the current optimal individual to decrease the population diversity of the algorithm. Using the idea of elite group to maintain population diversity, the elite differential evolution algorithm is proposed. The performance of the algorithm is analyzed by the typical test function, and the comparison with standard DE algorithm is carried out. The compute results show that the elite differential evolution algorithm can greatly improve the algorithm quality and search success rate.
